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Research grabs 
teaching money
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Ontario's policy of formula 
financing means York is milking 
money from student grants to pay 
research costs.

That was revealed Wednesday at 
York’s hearing with the Association 
of Universities and Colleges of 
Canada commission on research

Research costs are disguised as 
teaching costs in budgets presented 
to the provincial government. This is 
most effective with doctoral 
students who bring the largest 
grants to York. The government’s 
failure to consider research as a 
budget item is to blame, said 
faculty.

They recommended that the 
federal government and the 
universities, not the provinces, 
control and label certain grants to be 
used for research. This would 
change the image of research as 
some shady activity to be surrep
titiously supported, they said.

“Provinces are controlled very 
much by local and sometimes quite 
petty whim and the Ontario 
Department of Universities and 
Colleges has no concept whatsoever 
of what research on the provincial, 
national, international scale is all 
about,” said director of the Centre 
for Research in Experimental Space 
Science R. W. Nicholls in his brief. 
White recently said the provincial 
government wants “more scholars 
per dollar."

Faculty recommended more in
stitutional grants for research 
centres across Canada. Research 
efforts between universities should 
be better co-ordinated for the most 
effective use of resources, they 
suggested. Research should be 
carried out in the universities and 
not in research institutes which are 
less suited to research and siphon off 
people and money from the 
universities.

Research is the lifeblood of 
teaching, the interfaculty com
mittee said in their brief. They said 
fundamental research is essential, 
although it may have no obvious 
relation to the needs of the society at 
that moment. But it is a creative 
activity modifying knowledge, and 
teaching has more scope within this 
framework, they said. They cited

applied research as another kind of 
research with more immediate 
returns for society.

The final projected size of York 
gives it the right to indulge in a wide 
range of graduate work and 
research, faculty said. President 
David Slater said one-quarter of the 
faculty at York have external 
research contracts.

“This is a smaller portion than at 
other universities. In history, 
psychology, sociology, the 
university has attempted to com
plement rather than to needlessly 
duplicate the strengths and interests 
of other universities, particularily of 
the University of Toronto," he said.

Commissioner Alex Corry said 
York, vis a vis the University of 
Toronto, is not really the mouse with 
the elephant, but a healthy young 
rhinoceros, not quite so readily 
stepped on.
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MANDEL HERE TOMORROW AT NOON
Ernest Mandel, well-known Marxist lecturer is seen here at the 
Socialist Scholars conference, Rutgers University in September 
of 1968. Now banned from the U.S., Mandel will be at York 
tomorrow at 12 noon in Room G of Lecture Hall 2.

A motion to seat students on the
Tenure and Promotion Committee » _ mm*
was defeated Friday at a five hour llOCnj ÎQ IMI ICC 
meeting, when senate approved a *
revised tenure and promotions ■ _ _
report. This is the only senate Jll lift ■ Mflf 
committee without student mem- ^
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$350.Bright, young 
women 
looking for 
exciting 
careers in 
fashion.
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“Student representation on thie 

committee represents a student’s
for the quality of instruction McLaughlin social affairs lost 

he's getting,” said dead of arts John about $100 on the Power House and 
Say well. One of the features of the Chug dance two weeks ago even 

report is its emphasis on though Playboy’s Miss June made a 
leaching as criteria for tenure and guest appearance at the event, 
promotion.

Student senator Ed Moody argued Hay said the dance had to compete 
that in the faculty of fine arts, against the Green Bush's cheap beer 
students were seated on the tenure wbich was sold next door. He also 
committee. “The input the students that many students were
give to the committee is rational and studying lor examinations, were 
well-accepted," he said turned off by Playboy’s Leiko

According to the new report, the aP?earance and the
seven member committee must !LvP.p°f Parj‘ng $1 entry fee. 
have two or more professors, with re “sed to say how much he
five or more members of assistant pa! 01 h.e ^ands be£ause that s 
professor rank or better. "hVTV °Wn’
Technically, students could still Knint rS * ^
serve on the committee, but no beloW Umon rates’

concern

new

Social affairs spokesman Tom

If you are about to make an 
important career decision 
— consider the fashion 
world and all the glamour 
and excitement that goes 
with it. The Nancy Taylor 
Fashion Merchandising 
Course offers you the 
opportunity of a lifetime. 
You’ll receive specialized 
training ... all the fashion 
know-how demanded by 
department stores, 
boutiques, designers, 
couturiers — all over the 
world.
Would you like to be a 
buyer ? A fashion coordi
nator? A stylist? Maybe 
your future lies in fashion 
writing, editing, or pro
motion. Or would you 
rather be a publicity or 
ad director ? A fashion 
reporter or a producer of 
fashion shows ?
Write or phone now for the 
exciting booklet — Career 
Fashion Forecast.
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special provision for them to do so lew people supported the original 
has been written into the report.
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71ABC PICTURES CORP presents

DUSTIN
HUFFMAN

— DROP THIS COUPON IN THE MAIL —

RUSH me more details about your 
“Fashion Career Course”.
Name.................................. ..
Address ....................................

in SAM PECKINPAH'S

"STFIAW DDBS"
âcdâaa A DANIEL MELNICK Production 18kt White or 

14kt yellow gold,

$250.

Starring 1 SUSAN GEORGE^ Amy| School
AgeMusic by JERRY FIELDING Screenplay by DAVID ZELAG GOODMAN 

and SAM PECKINPAH Produced by DANIEL MELNICK Directed by SAM PECKINPAH
CR A SUBSIDIARY 01 THI AMI RICAN BflOAOCASlING COMWNIiS INC |CM0R| DISTRIBUTED BY CINI RAMA RtLIASING © SHAW 

8 COLLEGESBOBBY ORR'S 
Pizza Parlor

STARTING 
DECEMBER 24th

Speciêl Notice: "Straw Dogs" unleashes 
such dramatic intensity that this 
theatre is scheduling a S-minute 

Interval between ell performances

Birks Diamonds 
have the look of love.

243G Yonge St. 
Toronto 12, Ont.

213885 Keele Street 
630-0260
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